Here's what our customers are saying about their I. H. Rissler Mixing Feedcart.....
I love my Rissler mixing feedcart. I recently purchased
my third new Rissler cart; the first one I had 11 years,
second one 8 years, and now my new one. I traded only
because I thought they must surely be wearing out, but
they were all exceptional carts. Cows total milk production
jumped 250 pounds per day when I first tried a Rissler
mixing feedcart. It is the heartbeat of my operation. Thank
you for making such a fine cart!!!
Feeding 63 head in NY

We purchased our Rissler cart in 1992 and we have fed
approximately 22 million pounds of silage with it over a 19
year period. We are very impressed with the Rissler
feedcarts; they are extremely well built and durable. Our
cows herd average is over 28,000 pounds due to our
feeding TMR. We would recommend a Rissler cart over
any other carts.
Feeding 48 head in PA

Since I have my 510 Rissler cart rolling herd average
went up 2,000 pounds. It also cut feeding time in half. I do
not want to be without my Rissler cart.
Feeding 45 head in PA

I've wanted a Rissler mixer for a long time, but I was
afraid it would be a lot of money spent with little return.
But last year (2012) with a bad drought and feed prices
going through the roof, I figured if I could gain efficiency,
this might be the time to buy one; turned out I was right:
with 1 less cow (milking 20) than the year before, I was
shipping 300 to 400 pounds more milk per shipment for
most of the year!
Feeding 26 head in MO

We have had quite a few Rissler feedcarts over the
years. As we have added cows, newer barns can be fed
with a drive thru mixer, but Rissler feedcarts are still
valuable for older barns not accessible with drive thru
mixer. Rissler carts are dependable, rugged, and easy to
repair with their simple design. We have found I. H.
Rissler Mfg. great to work with all these years.
Feeding 50 head in PA

We increased in milk production when we started
feeding TMR with the Rissler feedcart. I like it for smaller
herds because of the convenience of mixing small loads.
Herd health is very good. The carts seem to last a long
time. I currently own 3 Rissler feedcarts, the oldest of
them is 11 years old. (the first 2 years that cart mixed 17
loads a day!)
Feeding 200 head in WI
After using wheelbarrows and an electric cart for many
years, I purchased my first Rissler mixing feedcart. Since
then, I've purchased three more because they are virtually
problem free and very dependable. When I need a part,
it's here the next day. The cows are also healthier and
better producers.(signed: Happy Farmer)
Feeding 100 head in PA

The best purchase I have ever made! Great
workmanship, quality, and durability. We have had our
cart over 13 years. The ease of using a Rissler cart makes
feeding time less of a chore. We recommend Rissler
mixing feedcarts to everyone. Feeding 65 head in NY
I am very satisfied with my Rissler 610 feedcart. It is the
simplest, least expensive way to feed TMR to a small
herd. The cart allows us to successfully feed a
haylage/corn/silage/himoisture corn TMR with no dry hay.
We have done this with good production, components,
and healthy cows for over 15 years. Rissler carts are very
dependable machines.
Feeding 105 head in PA
I have been using a Rissler mixing feedcart for 8 years
now. I use a 740 to feed 60 cows in a freestall barn. It is
very durable and takes a good bit of abuse. I like to be
able to drive right to the silo, eliminating the need for
conveyors.
Feeding 60 head in PA
I like my 2 mixer carts. The carts provide a consistent
TMR, with the maneuverability of a smaller machine. I
would recommend an I. H. Rissler mixing feedcart to
anyone who is in need of an economical way to feed TMR
or has multiple areas to load feed. Since converting to a
mixer cart, we have experienced better herd health and
less labor to complete the feeding process.
Feeding 100 head in PA

